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About Firefly Books

Firefly Books Ltd., established in 1977, is a North American 
publisher and distributor of non-fiction and children’s books. 
Firefly’s goal is to bring readers beautifully produced books 
written by experts at reasonable prices. Most of our books are 
tightly focused, contain full colour photographs and illustrations 
throughout, and are printed on quality paper with durable 
bindings. 

Firefly Books has particular strengths in cookbooks, gardening, 
astronomy, health, natural history, pictorial books, reference 
books (especially for children) and sports. In addition to 
publishing our own children’s books Firefly works closely with 
some of the world’s best publishers to bring you an extensive 
range of books for all ages and reading abilities. Our children’s 
titles are second to none. 

As well as publishing its own books, Firefly also provides 
distribution and marketing for companies with similar 
philosophies and publishing programs to our own. Among our 
clients are Annick Press, Robert Rose Inc., Boston Mills Press 
and Mikaya Press.

Firefly Books is proud to have published books as diverse as 
Robert Munsch and Sheila McGraw’s sentimental favourite 
Love You Forever (over 20 million copies in print) to the best 
introduction to amateur astronomy available: Terence Dickinson’s 
Nightwatch: A Practical Guide to Viewing the Universe 
(Fourth Edition: Revised and Expanded for Use Through 2025). 

Firefly Books uses FSC paper. For more info on the Forest 
Stewardship Council please visit www.fsc.org.
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Beekeeping for  
Cold Climates
Doug McRory

Teaches the basics and beyond to hobbyists and intermediate 
beekeepers.

Beekeeping is a rewarding and fascinating hobby. Beekeeping for 
Cold Climates discusses beekeeping in a straightforward, easy-to-
read manner designed for the novice interested in keeping bees for fun 
and profit, and is especially intended for those living in cold climates. 
The book will introduce readers to keeping honey bees and provides 
some background on the endeavor. More experienced beekeepers can 
select chapters that specifically apply more to their situation; hobby 
beekeepers can glean important hints and tips to encourage the health 
of their hives; and small commercial beekeepers can find information 
on how to market and sell honey.

Written with the northern beekeeper in mind, the book addresses 
beekeeping in colder climates where seasons are shorter, where to 
purchase “nucs” (or nucleus colonies to start out with), what essential 
equipment is required, and how to protect hives from Varroa mites and 
American Foulbrood, the two biggest threats to healthy hives.

Included is information on:

•	 Stings and personal protective gear, hivetools and smokers
•	 Hive Equipment: bottom boards, lids, inner covers, frames, boxes, 

and hive stands
•	 Where to buy bees safely. What kind of bees to look for.
•	 Locating bee colonies: Location is a major factor in the success of 

hive
•	 Establishing hives
•	 How to set up your initial bee hives
•	 How to increase the number of colonies to the desired level
•	 Regulations required for beekeepers
•	 Seasonal hive management: Steps to take in the spring, summer, fall 

and winter

Among the extensive information presented in Beekeeping for Cold 
Climates, potential and experienced beekeepers will also learn about 
growing plants that can contribute to the nutrition of their hives.

doug mcrory operates a small beekeeping operation in Guelph, 
Ontario, and is the former provincial apiarist for the Government of 
Ontario.

Beekeeping
Cold

Climates
for

Doug McRoRy

6" × 9", 240 pages   
100 pictures and 
illustrations
ISBN: TBC
Word Count: 97,000

All Rights Available 
except Canada and USA
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Bees
A Natural History
Christopher O’Toole

The vital role of bees in human ecology is underlined by the 
estimate that every third mouthful of human food is dependent  
on the pollinating services of bees.

Only recently have biologists discovered that human survival is 
inextricably linked to the survival of insects, specifically, bees. Today 
the 16-20,000 species of bee continue to play vital roles in human 
ecology. We survive only by grace of the life-sustaining network of  
bee-plant relationships.

Bees immerses readers in the world of Apinae whose diversity of 
form and behavior is eloquent testimony to the fine-tuning of natural 
selection. Written by a world-leading entomologist and specialist in 
bees, the book’s topics include:

•	 What are bees? (The Wasp Inheritance) — Bees as foragers, 
their nesting instinct, on-board computing facility, sun-compass 
orientation and sense of time

•	 The many ways of being a bee — Solitary versus social, Miners and 
masons, Leafcutters and carpenters

•	 Bees and flowering plants 
•	 The male of the species — Mating strategies, patrols, competition, 

territoriality, the role of scent
•	 The enemies of bees — Cleptoparasites, cuckoo bees
•	 Bees and People — historic and contemporary
•	 Bees in Folk and Modern Medicine
•	 The Conservation of Bees — the decline of bees and honeybees, 

bees in human ecology, bee conservation, urban bees
•	 Bee projects — the backyard bee scientist.

Bees can be found throughout history in roles poetic and military, in 
medicine and agriculture, in the kitchen and in the kit of a traditional 
healer. They have played a bigger role in human existence than is often 
recognized. This beautifully illustrated, appreciative tribute will be 
welcomed by entomologists, students and all naturalist readers.

Christopher o’toole is an entomologist, author and speaker. He 
works at the Hope Entomological Collections of the Oxford University 
Museum of Natural History. He has been scientific consultant to many 
television projects, including The Birth of the Bees for the BBC and 
on the David Attenborough series Life on Earth and was scientific 
consultant on the feature film Angels and Insects. His books include 
Bees of the World and for children, Discovering Bees and Wasps.

8½" × 11"
125 color photographs,  
3 appendixes, index

978-1-77085-208-2
Word Count: 55,000

All Rights Available 
except Canada and USA
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Creatures of the deep
In Search of the Sea’s ‘Monsters’  
and the World They Live In
Erich Hoyt

Award-winning nature and science writer Erich Hoyt tells the riveting 
story of the discovery of the deep ocean. Weaving together details from 
the latest scientific research about sharks, giant squid, dragonfish and 
the huge tube worms, clams and tiny microbes of the deep-sea vents, 
Hoyt embarks on a magical journey to the bottom of the sea, which 
is inhabited not by vicious monsters but by diverse species of pale 
starfish and mud-eating sea cucumbers. Roaming across the abyssal 
plains and descending deep-sea trenches, he presents as much about 
the character and charisma of these and other so-called monsters as 
about the extraordinary world in which they live.

The deep sea is not one place but many, and the animals living in 
each of these marine habitats have developed fascinating and vital 
ecological relationships with one another. Hoyt unravels the complex 
predator-prey relationships, from “killer” copepods to battles among 
giant squid and sperm whales, presenting compelling portraits 
of animals that are superbly adapted denizens of a dark high-
pressure world. There are life-forms, independent of sunlight and 
photosynthesis, that flourish around the hot, sulfurous deep-sea vents 
in the magnificent rift valley of the midocean ridge, the world’s longest 
mountain range. Surviving in conditions that appear to be close to the 
very soup of primordial Earth, these microbes have become the basis 
for the latest research into the Earth’s origins. Fully illustrated with 
fantastic underwater imagery, Creatures of the Deep will help you 
enjoy and appreciate the findings and the importance of deep-sea work 
in the coming decades. The 21st century may well be the era of deep-
ocean discovery.

erich hoyt has spent much of his life on, beneath or near the sea, 
working with whales and dolphins and marine conservation. The 
acclaimed author of Orca: The Whale Called Killer, Meeting the Whales, 
Riding With the Dolphins, The Earth Dwellers and Insect Lives, Hoyt 
lives in Scotland.

288 pages
9" × 11"
full color throughout, 
color map of the ocean 
floor, index, further 
reading 

ISBN 978-1-77085-281-5
Word count:  
approx. 83,000

All Rights Available 
except Canada and USA
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the first ameriCans
J. M. Adovasio

There is general agreement among scientists that the first humans 
arrived in North America about 13,000 years ago. These first Americans 
crossed an ancient and now vanished “land bridge” that connected 
Asia with North America in what is now Alaska. The land bridge 
existed because so much of the earth’s water was trapped in thick ice 
sheets during the last Ice Age that the levels of the oceans dropped 
dramatically. 

These early settlers found a continent empty of man but home to wooly 
mammoths, enormous bears, saber-toothed cats and giant sloths. 
As Adovasio paints the picture for us “At some point, these migrants 
surveyed the landscape and realized for the first time that smoke from 
all the other campfires was behind them, and ahead there was no 
smoke. And at that moment, they were literally strangers in a strange 
land.”

But there is now new scientific evidence that these first Americans were 
part of a much larger migration of people who spread around the world, 
forcing out the last of the Neanderthals and other archaic humans 
some 40,000 years ago. 

The archeological sites recording this migration are numerous, from 
Meadowcroft, Pennsylvania to Clovis, New Mexico and Gault, Texas, 
the largest known Clovis people site in all the Americas. There are 
further sites south throughout Central and South America.

Each of these sites yields tools, bones and animal remains that 
demonstrate that these first Americas possessed a high degree of 
skill in making tools and weapons. And each new discovery raises the 
question of where these first Americans really came from?

J. M. Adovasio has been researching the earliest settlers and 
conducting archeological digs for almost 40 years. In the first part 
of this book he investigates who these people were, where they 
came from and when they arrived. In the second part of the book he 
documents the findings at more than twenty sites, using photographs 
and illustrations to recreate the lives and cultures of these ancient 
peoples. 

J. m. adovasio is Professor, Anthropology, Archaeology and Geology 
and Director, Mercyhurst Archaeological Institute. He is also Dean, Zurn 
School of Natural Sciences and mathematics, Mercyhurst College, Erie, 
Pennsylvania.

256 pages
9" × 11"
More than 100 photos 
and illustrations
Bibliography and Index

All Rights Available 
except Canada and USA
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extinCtion and evolution
What Fossils Reveal About  
the History of Life
Niles Eldredge
With an Introduction by Carl Zimmer

“This book is a splendidly illustrated and thoughtfully constructed 
account of one of the greatest ideas ever conceived by the human 
mind — evolution. Eldredge has cleverly combined our knowledge 
of living organisms with instructive insights into the fossil record 
to convincingly argue that evolution is, indeed, the grand unifying 
idea of biology.”  
—Donald C. Johanson, Founder of the Institute of Human Origins, 
and author of from lucy to language

Extinction and Evolution recounts the work and discoveries of Niles 
Eldredge, one of the world’s most renowned paleontologists, whose 
research overturned the traditional view of evolution as a slow and 
inevitable process that had been the accepted view of how evolution 
happened since the publication of Charles Darwin’s On the Origin of 
Species in 1859. Darwin had concluded that evolutionary changes 
happened very slowly over millions of years. Eldredge’s work convinced 
him that Darwin was wrong and that major evolution of life forms does 
not happen to any significant degree until after a mass extinction event.

Eldredge’s groundbreaking work is now accepted as the definitive 
statement of how life as we know it evolved on Earth. This book 
chronicles how Eldredge made his discoveries and traces the history 
of life through the lens of paleontology, geology, ecology, anthropology, 
biology, genetics, zoology, mammalogy, herpetology, entomology and 
botany. While rigorously accurate, the text is accessible, engaging and 
free of jargon. 

Extinction and Evolution features 160 beautiful color plates that 
bridge the gap between science and art. More than 200 different fossil 
specimens are shown including photographs of some of the most 
significant fossil discoveries of recent years. This is a book with appeal 
to a broad general audience, including natural history readers and 
students.

niles eldredge is the world’s most easily recognized paleontologist 
and has served on the staff of the American Museum of Natural History 
since 1969. His theory of “punctuated equilibria”, developed with 
Stephen Jay Gould in 1972, was an early milestone. His recent book 
Life in the Balance was named the most important science book of 
2000 by Publisher’s Weekly. He lives in Ridgewood, New Jersey.

Carl Zimmer is a distinguished New York Times science writer.

978-1-77085-359-1
256 pages
9¾" × 11"
160 full color photos and 
illustrations, index
Word count:  
approx. 52,000

All Rights Available 
except Canada and USA
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sharks
Ancient Predators in a Modern Sea 
Salvador Jorgensen, Ph.D.

New insights into the world’s most-feared predator. 

Sharks are exquisite creatures refined and honed by competitive 
forces that have lived in balance with ocean prey for millions of 
years. They live in every ocean habitat on Earth, from shallow tide 
pools to the deep abyss, and from the open ocean to where rivers 
meet the sea. In Sharks a top research scientist explores what has 
made sharks such successful predators, how they differ from other 
animals in their biological success and what unique advantages 
evolution has conferred. Sharks is illustrated with uniquely sourced 
photography demonstrating newly observed behavior, scientific 
findings and recent developments in our understanding of how they 
live. Sharks is both a spectacular visual celebration, and a scientific 
document that explores in detail their unique physiology.

A powerful swimming stroke is delivered from sharks’ muscles 
directly to their tough skin shell forcing their body to “inflate” like a car 
tire with each flex, then quickly become fluid to glide as the muscles 
relax. By diving through the various water layers, a shark may locate 
and follow chemical scent trails that could lead to food concentrations. 
Thus a shark moving from one temperature layer to the next can 
expose its sensory equipment to new chemical cues and potentially 
new food sources. Some deep-sea sharks also lure prey with their 
light-producing organs. 

Salvador Jorgensen has combined the latest discoveries of new 
species, newly-documented shark behavior, and the best photographs, 
to give a “state-of-knowledge” picture of sharks. Unique pictures of 
shark births, recently discovered creatures from the Ocean Census 
research, and details of sharks’ skin, eyes, teeth and heads (including 
a comparison of nine different hammerhead varieties) make this a book 
every shark enthusiast will want. It will also debunk many myths about 
shark behavior, and give libraries a true, 21st-century documentation of 
a very popular wild animal.

Sharks features illustrated profiles of species living in the shallow 
reefs and also those living in the open ocean along with a unique 
“cladogram” family tree that opens into a gatefold and profiles every 
known species. 

salvador Jorgensen is a Research Scientist at the Monterey Bay 
Aquarium where he studies the ecology, migration and population 
dynamics of great white sharks. He completed a Ph.D. in Ecology at 
U.C. Davis and a postdoctoral fellowship at Stanford University. He 
was a Fulbright scholar in Mexico in 2004 and has published over 20 
peer review articles. He lives with his wife and their son in Monterey, 
California.

256 pages
10" × 10"
150 color photographs, 
charts, gatefold, shark 
family tree, bibliography, 
index 

978-1-77085-233-4
Word count: 40,000

All Rights Available 
except Canada and USA

Of related interest:

Turtles, Tortoises and 
Terrapins
ronald orenstein
978-1-77085-119-1
plastic-laminated hardcover with 
jacket  $59.95
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Your Water footprint
The Shocking Facts About How Much 
Water We Use to Make Everyday Products
Stephen Leahy

The average American lifestyle is kept afloat by about 2,000 
gallons of H2O a day.

The numbers are shocking.

Your Water Footprint reveals the true cost of our lifestyle. A “water 
footprint” is the amount of fresh water used to produce the goods and 
services we consume, including growing, harvesting, packaging, and 
shipping to the consumer. From the foods we eat to the clothes we 
wear to the books we read and the music we listen to, all of it costs 
more than what we pay at the check-out. The 100 footprint facts in 
this book show the true cost of our lifestyle and what it is doing to our 
earth, including draining it dry.

What we put on our dinner table has a very high cost. Nearly 95 
percent of our water footprint is hidden in the food we eat:

•	 One pound of lettuce costs 15 gallons of freshwater; mango 190 
gallons; avocado 220 gallons; tofu 244 gallons; rice 403 gallons; 
olives 522 gallons; pork 1630 gallons; butter 2044 gallons; chocolate 
2847 gallons; and beef 2500 to 5000 gallons. 

•	 A slice of bread costs 10 gallons but if you eat it with a slice of 
cheese, it takes another 13 gallons. 

•	 One glass of beer takes 20 gallons of water, and just one standard 
cup of tea costs 120 same-sized cups of water.

A cotton t-shirt takes almost as much as beef, a pair of jeans even 
more. In fact, all aspects of our daily lives require water in some way, 
shape or form. The saying that “nothing is free” applies more to water 
than anything else we consume, considering just 3 percent of the 
world’s water is drinkable and that we are using more of it than ever 
before. Factor in climate change, population growth and pollution and 
we have an unsustainable situation. Many experts predict dire water 
shortages if we continue on our current path. 

The “Virtual Water Concept” shows the amount of water used in human 
activities. Presented in clever, understandable graphics, Your Water 
Footprint raises readers’ awareness of how much water is used to 
make the things we use, consume and grow.

Your Water Footprint is riveting. Consumers of all ages will be stunned 
by what it reveals. It is an excellent reference and an exciting way to 
introduce the resource-consumption equation to students. 

stephen leahy is an environmental journalist based in Ontario, 
Canada. His work has appeared in National Geographic, The Guardian 
(UK), Sunday Times and New Scientist. He is a senior science and 
environment correspondent at Inter Press Service News Agency (IPS), 
the world’s largest not-for-profit news agency. He won the 2012 Prince 
Albert/United Nations Global Prize for Climate Change.

978-1-77085-295-2
144 pages
8½" × 11"
125 full color 
infographics, 
bibliography, index
Word count:  
approx. 32,000

All Rights Available 
except Canada and USA
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ivorY, horn and Blood
Behind the Elephant and Rhinoceros 
Poaching Crisis
Ronald Orenstein

As recently as ten years ago, out of every ten African elephants 
that died, four fell at the hands of poachers. The figure today 
is eight. Rhinoceroses are being slaughtered throughout their 
ranges. The Vietnamese one-horned rhinoceros is extinct, 
the western black rhino is now believed to be extinct, and the 
northern white rhinoceros, the largest of them all, survives — only 
precariously — in captivity.

Since the worldwide ban on ivory trading was passed in 1989, author 
Ronald Orenstein has been at the heart of the fight. The ban came after 
a decade that saw half of Africa’s elephants slaughtered by poachers. 
After the ban, Africa’s elephants started to recover — but in 1997 the 
ban was partially relaxed, and in 2008 it was agreed that China could 
legally import ivory from four designated States in southern Africa. 

Today a new ivory crisis has arisen — this time, fuelled by internal wars 
in Africa and a growing market in the Far East. Seizures of smuggled 
ivory have shot up in the past two years. Bands of militia have crossed 
from one side of Africa to the other, slaughtering elephants with 
automatic weapons. At the same time a market surge in Vietnam has 
led to an onslaught against the world’s rhinoceroses, animals far more 
endangered than elephants. Rhinos are being killed everywhere for their 
horns, mistakenly believed to cure cancer. Horns have changed hands 
at prices higher per kilo than for gold. Organized crime has moved 
into the illegal trade in ivory and rhino horn. The situation, for both 
elephants and rhinos, is dire.

This captivating book sketches out a crime story that, for most, is 
unseen and takes place thousands of miles away and in countries that 
few will visit. But like the trade in illegal drugs, the trade in elephant 
tusks and rhinoceros horns has far-reaching implications not only 
for two species of endangered animals but also for all of us who are 
ultimately touched by a world-wide underground economy whose 
pillars are organized crime, corruption and violence. 

Among the topics explored are:
•	 Ivory and Luxury
•	 Rhino Horn and Medicine
•	 What Makes Poachers Poach?
•	 CITES (The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species 

of Wild Fauna and Flora)
•	 The Ivory Crisis and the Ban
•	 Rhinos Under Guard
•	 Coming to Grips with Poaching.

ronald orenstein is a zoologist, lawyer and wildlife conservationist 
who has written extensively on a wide range of natural history issues. 
He is a member of the International Union for Conservation of Nature 
(IUCN).   

978-1-77085-227-3
6" × 9"/192 pages
50 colour and black and 
white photos
Word count: 37,500

All Rights Available 
except Canada and USA
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Butterflies
Photography by Thomas Marent
Text by Ronald Orenstein

With a flash of fluttering color, butterflies delight and amaze all who see 
them. Belonging to the Lepidoptera group of species, butterflies are a 
large and diverse group of insects found around the world in all habitats 
and characterized by their unique anatomical features—the scales 
on their wings, which produce colors and patterns beyond human 
imagination—and their short lives of just a few weeks. 

Butterflies covers all aspects of butterfly natural history with a 
particular focus on anatomy. Organized by body part, the book 
describes butterflies and their eggs, larvae (caterpillars) and chrysalises 
(pupae), in clear anatomical drawings and close-up photographs in 
brilliant color. 

Throughout the book, detailed captions explain:
•	 butterfly biology and reproduction
•	 flight 
•	 feeding and pollination
•	 mimicking, camouflage, defense mechanisms
•	 metamorphosis
•	 migration. 

Blues, whites, glasswings, clearwings, brimstones, clouded yellows… 
names as evocative as their colors and glancing presence. Butterflies 
are one of nature’s most ethereal delights.

thomas marent is a world-famous photographer of rainforests and the 
wildlife they contain. He lives in Switzerland.

ronald orenstein is a zoologist, lawyer and wildlife conservationist 
who has written extensively on a wide range of natural history issues. 
He is a member of the International Union for Conservation of Nature 
(IUCN).  

224 pages 
9" × 11"
plastic-laminated 
hardcover

All Rights Available
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reef life
Brandon Cole and Scott Michael

A practical, up-to-date, comprehensive guidebook for divers, 
naturalists and students, featuring more than 700 colour 
photographs of 400 species of ocean life.

From tide pools to coral reefs and the open ocean beyond lies a 
world abundant with an assortment of colourful fish, other fascinating 
creatures, and plants. The lure of this life of the ocean’s reefs and 
open water is no secret to scuba divers and snorkellers, who crave 
the opportunity to gaze upon this wonderful world through their dive 
masks. 

Reef Life identifies all the most likely encountered marine life 
in magnificent colour photographs that provide the keys to this 
magnificent world.

In this gallery of more than 400 species readers will find extensive 
identification of the largest families of fishes and other ocean life. 
Each entry includes the common and Latin names, habitat, range and 
a description particular to the animal or plant. With its sections on 
invertebrates and algae, this guide reveals the wide range of animals 
and plants in the undersea ecosystem. Also included is behavioural 
information on feeding, mimicry, and symbiosis, providing insights into 
the survival strategies taking place among animals beneath the ocean 
surface.

Brandon Cole is a biologist, wildlife photographer and photojournalist 
specializing in the marine environment worldwide. His photography 
has appeared in hundreds of magazines including GEO, National 
Geographic, Newsweek, Outside, Scientific American and Smithsonian. 
He lives in Spokane Valley, Washington.

scott michael is an internationally recognized writer, underwater 
photographer, and researcher who specializes in elasmobranchs (i.e., 
sharks, skates and rays) and coral reef fishes. He is the author of Reef 
Sharks and Rays of the World (1994). A scientific consultant for National 
Geographic Explorer and the Discovery Channel, he lives in Lincoln, 
Nebraska.

978-1-77085-190-0
Pub Date: 2013
6¼" × 7"/616 pages
1,100 full colour 
photographs, maps and 
index

All Rights Available 
except Canada and USA
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nightWatCh
A Practical Guide to Viewing the Universe 
Fourth Edition Updated through 2025
Terence Dickinson

NightWatch has been acclaimed as the best general interest 
introduction to astronomy. The key feature of this classic title is the 
section of star charts that are cherished by backyard astronomers 
everywhere and are ideal for stargazers using a small telescope or 
binoculars.

terence dickinson is an award-winning author of 14 astronomy titles.

huBBle’s universe
Greatest Discoveries and Latest Images 
Terence Dickinson 

The Hubble Space Telescope. No other telescope combines instant 
name recognition with the production of consistently spectacular 
images. Yet few people outside of the astronomy community realize 
that Hubble is now at the apex of its imaging capabilities. A new series 
of stunningly detailed pictures, made possible by the new Wide Field 
Camera 3, have yet to be incorporated into a popular-level book. Until 
now.

The accompanying text balances accuracy with accessibility, 
Dickinson’s hallmark. And thanks to the author’s familiarity with 
Hubble’s history and discoveries and his access to top Hubble 
scientists for insight and accuracy, the text includes facts and insights 
not found in any other book. Combined with hundreds of brilliant 
images, the clear, succinct and illuminating narrative brings to life the 
fascinating forces at work in the universe.

“Ten chapters showcase a selection of Hubble’s most significant 
images with explanations of the discoveries they helped make ... 
Even if you only look at the pictures, this is an amazing book.”
— library Journal

978-1-55407-147-0
Pub date: 2013
11" × 10¾"/192 pages
Colour photographs, star 
charts, resources, index

Rights licensed: Spanish, 
Greek, English (UK/
Commonwealth),  
Russian, Japanese, 
Chinese (simplified)

978-1-77085-433-8
Pub Date: 2012
10" × 10"/300 pages
Hundreds of colour 
photographs
Word count:  
approx. 42,000

Rights sold: Chinese 
(Simplified), Russian
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ASTRONOMY

the BaCkYard 
astronomer’s guide
Third Edition, Revised and Expanded
Terence Dickinson and Alan Dyer

“Few books capture the spirit of the hobby so well — the pleasures 
and the pitfalls of the equipment you might need, and the simple 
joy of watching the universe go by.” —american scientist

The newest edition of The Backyard Astronomer’s Guide includes 
the latest data and answers the questions most often asked by home 
astronomers, from beginners to experienced stargazers.

Terence Dickinson and Alan Dyer provide expert guidance on the right 
types of telescopes and other equipment; photographing the stars 
through a telescope; and star charts, software and other references. 
They cover daytime and twilight observing, planetary and deep-sky 
observing, and much more. With over 500 color photographs and 
illustrations, The Backyard Astronomer’s Guide is one of the most 
valuable, beautiful and user-friendly astronomy books ever produced.

New and updated for this edition: A 20-page full-color Atlas of the Milky 
Way provides location and context for hundreds of celestial objects 
mentioned throughout the book. 
•	 A chapter on Astrophotography with Digital Cameras specifies what 

equipment works best and how to use it to collect a color gallery of 
celestial portraits.

•	 Telescopes for Recreational Astronomy features assessments of 
a wide range of new telescopes, from models for beginners to 
those for veteran astronomy enthusiasts, with special emphasis on 
computerized telescopes and how they work.

•	 Accessory Catalog spotlights the best of the accessories and flags 
the frivolous and irrelevant.

•	 Three practical appendices: Polar Aligning Your Telescope; Optics 
Cleaning and Collimation; Testing Your Telescope Optics.

Any serious home astronomer must have this superb guide as an 
ongoing reference.

terence dickinson is the author of NightWatch and 13 other 
astronomy books, among them The Universe and Beyond, Summer 
Stargazing and Exploring the Night Sky. He is also editor of SkyNews.

alan dyer is program producer at the Calgary Science Centre 
Planetarium and a contributing editor to Sky & Telescope magazine. 
An authority on commercial telescopes, his reviews of astronomical 
equipment appear regularly in major astronomy magazines.

9" × 11", 368 Pages
500 photographs, 
appendices, maps, 
charts, bibliography and 
index

978-1-55407-344-3

Word Count: 151, 378

Rights Licensed: Greek, 
Chinese (Simplified)
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auroras
Fire in the Sky
Dan Bortolotti

For millennia, humans have been fascinated with the ghostly green and 
red curtains of light that shimmer across the heavens on dark, clear 
nights. Ancient peoples saw these displays as souls of the dead, the 
torches of the spirits and as harbingers of war. Barely 100 years ago, 
scientists finally learned that the aurora is caused when the Earth’s 
magnetic field is bombarded with charged particles from the sun. When 
the charged particles collide with oxygen in the atmosphere, auroras 
with yellows, greens and reds appear. Collisions with nitrogen result 
in blueish colours. However, our understanding of the physics behind 
auroras has not detracted from their wonder.

Auroras is filled with 80 photographs of one of nature’s greatest 
spectacles, complete with captions that reflect on the folklore, science 
and beauty of the northern lights. Auroras is where cutting-edge 
science meets the stuff of dreams.

dan Bortolotti is a writer and editor whose work has appeared in many 
magazines, including Equinox, Canadian Geographic and OWL. He is 
the author of Exploring Saturn.

deep-skY Wonders
Sue French

Sue French’s elegant, informative monthly columns in Sky & Telescope 
magazine have won this astronomy writer a passionate following 
among backyard enthusiasts. In 2005, French published 60 of these 
columns in Celestial Sampler, a book that garnered rave reviews and 
earned bestseller sales.

Deep-Sky Wonders is a welcome expansion of that winning format. A 
new collection of the best of French’s “Deep-Sky Wonders” columns, 
the book is organized by season and subdivided into months, offering 
readers a total of 100 in-depth tours of the deep sky with enduring 
relevance. 

Deep-Sky Wonders also features a variety of challenging objects 
that encourage observers to test the limits of their equipment and 
skills. Fragments of poetry and prose enliven the text, while each 
tour illuminates little-known seasonal wonders that lie off the beaten 
path. From a January journey down the celestial river Eridanus to an 
autumnal visit to the den of Vulpecula, the Little Fox, French brings the 
wonders of the sky to life.

sue french has been an avid deep-sky observer for 32 years and 
has worked as a planetarium educator for 18 years. She sets up her 
telescope in her backyard near Schenectady, New York, but travels 
regularly to enjoy the deep sky from different vantage points.

978-1-55407-681-9
Pub Date: 2011
10" × 10"/144 pages
80 colour images, 
bibliography, index

All Rights Available 
except Canada and USA

978-1-55407-793-9
Pub Date: 2011
8½" × 11"/320 pages
Full colour photographs, 
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All Rights Available 
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superJuiCing
Tonia Reinhard, MS, RD

More than 100 delicious, nutritious recipes for health-conscious 
readers by a recognized nutritionist.

 “Juicing and blending can help you eat healthfully in a hurry 
(or on the run), get the most nutrient bang for your caloric buck, 
sneak those nutrient-dense foods into your family’s diet, take your 
garden beyond zucchini bread.” —from the Preface

Health-conscious readers and those trying to lose or maintain weight 
will discover a near-painless, appetizing approach to getting on track 
with the nutrient-dense approach to eating in this comprehensive 
book. As well, Superjuicing will appeal to parents of young children 
who have the challenge of encouraging adequate vegetable intake. 
Superjuicing provides readers with information on the health 
benefits of juicing, the basics on how to juice foods and how to 
whip up delicious recipes—drinks, desserts, entrees, and even meal 
replacements—using a specialized juicer or simple blender.

In addition to 100 recipes, Superjuicing includes:
•	 How the foods used in juicing can help to prevent diseases and 

cancers 
•	 Benefits of healthy carbohydrates, fats, proteins, vitamins and 

minerals
•	 Phytochemicals and antioxidants in health and disease
•	 How to use high-impact additives and super enhancers
•	 Blenders and juicers (centrifugal, single- and double-auger)
•	 Recommended thinning agents (e.g. coconut water) and their 

advantages
•	 Nutrition tips and food safety concerns.

Unlike other juicing books, Superjuicing is written by a recognized 
nutritionist who provides, along with each juicing recipe, a complete 
and comprehensive nutritional analysis of for each recipe in the book.

tonia reinhard is the director of the Coordinated Program in Dietetics 
and a senior lecturer at Wayne State University in Detroit, Michigan. 
She is also the course director for Clinical Nutrition at the School 
of Medicine at Wayne State and adjunct faculty in nutrition at the 
University of Detroit Mercy School of Dentistry. Tonia is currently on 
the Governor’s Expert Committee on Childhood Obesity and is a past 
president of the Michigan Dietetic Association. 
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Full colour throughout, 
Charts, Glossary, Index
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the Clueless Baker
Learning to Bake from Scratch
Evelyn Raab

In this fabulously fun and incredibly comprehensive cookbook, Evelyn 
Raab unlocks the seven mysteries of baking. Ever marvelled over 
that loaf of bread that just didn’t rise? Wished that you could turn 
your pastry into the flaky, tender delights of pastry chefs? Or, ever 
just wondered how to make the perfect chocolate chip cookie? The 
Clueless Baker answers all of these questions and more! 

Clueless in the kitChen
A Cookbook for Teens
Evelyn Raab

This witty culinary guide demystifies the kitchen and its contents 
for young adults and anyone who’s found themselves in front of a 
full fridge exclaiming, “There’s nothing to eat here!” With 200 easy-
to-follow recipes, Evelyn Raab shows the culinary neophyte how to 
make all kinds of simple and scrumptious dishes for every meal and 
occasion.

the Clueless vegetarian
A Cookbook for the Aspiring Vegetarian
Evelyn Raab

The Clueless Vegetarian has more than 130 recipes for delicious 
vegetarian dishes designed for vegetarians who love good food, 
cooked from scratch. The Clueless Vegetarian gives you the 
straightforward nutritional information you need to help you make good 
food choices (without obsessing). 

Evelyn Raab’s popular “Cooking With Kids” column has appeared in 
Today’s Parent magazine. She attributes her culinary expertise to her 
sons.

978-1-77085-245-7
Pub date: 2013
7" × 10"/216 pages
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HOME, GARDEN AND DIY

Wood heat 
A Practical Guide to Heating Your Home 
With Wood
Andrew Jones 

Wood Heat is a comprehensive guide to using wood as a reliable 
source of heat in the home. The book explores the efficiency of wood 
compared to other fuels, the environmental impacts of various fuel 
types, as well as sustainability issues that have led to the growing 
adoption of a wood-burning lifestyle. 

Heating with wood does more than keep a house warm. It can be a 
hands-on expression of self-reliance. It can bring us closer to the land, 
use fuel that is renewable and sustainably harvested, and renew our 
wonder in the cycle of the seasons—and save us money in the bargain. 

There are four ways that wood can be used to heat a home or cottage: 
wood stoves (the most popular), fireplace inserts, pellet stoves and 
masonry heaters. Wood Heat explains the pros and cons of each.

The book provides all of the information and advice needed to convert 
to a wood-heated life. How-to topics include step by step directions. 
The topics covered are:
•	 The comparative advantages of heating with wood
•	 Buying, cutting, splitting, stacking and storing firewood
•	 Building the perfect woodpile 
•	 Varieties of wood and their burning characteristics
•	 The latest technology for burning wood efficiently and cleanly
•	 Energy content of wood varieties per air-dried cord (BTUs)
•	 Moving firewood and invasive species
•	 Catalytic and non-catalytic stoves
•	 Cooking with a wood stove
•	 How to make a good fire
•	 Essential hearth and fireplace tools
•	 Sizing wood burning appliances
•	 A chimney maintenance checklist.

Currently, over 10 million U.S. households use wood as their main 
heating fuel or to supplement other forms of heating. Unstable, 
increasing fuel costs and the desire of many people to move toward 
self-sufficiency will only increase the numbers of those choosing to 
burn wood for heat. Wood Heat is the ideal guide for all.

andrew Jones is a writer and editor who has specialized in how-to 
books for more than 20 years. He lives in Oakville, Ontario.
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improving Your soil
A Practical Guide to Soil Management for 
the Serious Home Gardener
Keith Reid

A valuable resource from an expert in soil science.

The basis of any successful garden begins with the quality of its 
soil. Whether you are growing ornamental or edible plants, good soil 
will determine the success of your crop, even improving the taste of 
vegetables grown in the right earth. The features of good soil include 
proper structure and nutrients that encourage healthy plant growth. 
Soil in good “tilth” is loamy, nutrient-rich and friable because it has an 
optimal mixture of sand, clay and organic matter that prevents severe 
compaction. 

Intended for both small- and medium-size gardens, Improving Your 
Soil reveals the steps to take in achieving the perfect soil base in which 
to grow your plants. With directions on amending poor soil, modifying 
mediocre earth, aerating compacted topsoil and substrates and testing 
pH levels, this book promises to help gardeners nurture their plants and 
promote more abundant growth.

Topics include:
•	 What your soil can tell you about how you need to manage it
•	 Soil texture and structure—building soil tilth
•	 Using amendments to correct soil problems, such as clay or sandy 

soil
•	 Creating a good environment for plant growth in different situations
•	 Providing the right amount of water for plants
•	 The teeming microscopic world of soils
•	 Building soil organic matter
•	 Crop rotations
•	 Composts and how to make good compost
•	 Managing soils to minimize pest and disease problems
•	 Feeding the plants—the nutrients they need, and how to get them 

there
•	 Overcoming common nutrient deficiencies
•	 Organic vs. mineral fertilizers

Detailed information is complemented with line drawings, diagrams and 
illustrations that demonstrate varying soil issues and how to resolve 
problems in the growing medium. With information on remedying 
problems with particular plants, Improving Your Soil will become a 
much-consulted resource for the serious gardener.

d. keith reid is a soil scientist who works as a manager at Agriculture 
and Agri-Food Canada assessing and advising growers about soil 
issues.
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SPORTS

tennis’ greatest stars
Mike Ryan

In the fall of 2006, the Hawk-Eye instant-replay system debuted at the
U.S. Open and forever changed the game. Modern tennis has 
undergone many other developments in the 20th and 21st centuries. 
This illustrated book profiles the best and most influential players of the 
modern game and describes how their play styles as well as scoring 
rules and technology have changed the game of tennis. Today it is a 
hard, fast and athletic sport that draws big winnings and thrills large 
audiences.

Tennis’ Greatest Stars features detailed profiles of the 52 greatest and 
most exciting players in tennis history from the 20th and 21st centuries. 
All of the greats are here, including:
•	 Pioneers and Trailblazers: The players who set the stage for modern 

tennis, including Don Budge, who won the Grand Slam before 
becoming a pro

•	 Rod Laver, one of the first to adopt the topspin
•	 Althea Gibson, the first African-American to win a major tennis  

championship
•	 The Golden Age: The rise of tennis players as celebrities including 

Billie Jean King, who defeated Bobby Riggs in the “Battle of the 
Sexes”

•	 Tantrum-throwing John McEnroe and charity power couple Arthur 
Ashe and Steffi Graf

•	 The 21st Century: Tennis reaches new heights in skill and speed as 
well as entering popular culture. Champions include the powerhouse 
Williams sisters, Venus and Serena

•	 Roger Federer, one of the “Big Four” rivalry whose serve speeds 
often exceed 212 km/h (130 mph)

•	 Rafael Nadal, the “King of Clay.”

Tennis’ Greatest Stars is full of action photographs that celebrate the
game and thoughtful essays covering such topics as the Birth of 
Modern Tennis, the Majors (Australian Open, French Open, Wimbledon 
and US Open), International Play (Davis Cup, Federation Cup, 
Olympics), Doubles tennis as well as developments in court surfaces 
and advances in racquet technology. Appendices provide facts 
and statistics on topics like the Major winners, the biggest earners, 
rankings, and Davis Cup champions. This is a superb book for the fan 
and a compelling history of a great game.

9" × 11", 208 pages
colour photographs, index
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CoaChing
The Art and the Science
Dave Chambers

An indispensable and authoritative handbook for coaching.

Coaching: The Art and the Science contains valuable information on 
developing positive coaching strategies, using principles collected from 
many fields of sport psychology, sport pedagogy, and sport physiology. 
Written to meet the needs of coaches at every level, this practical book 
takes readers through the most fundamental coaching techniques to 
more advanced mental and physical training methods designed to help 
players perform at their best. Coaching includes sections on:

•	 Talent identification
•	 Time and stress management
•	 Team organization
•	 Training for strength, power, and speed
•	 Competing under adverse conditions
•	 Sports nutrition
•	 Physical and psychological testing
•	 Motivation and communication
•	 Problem solving, decision making and much more.

The comprehensive text is studded with exercises, worksheets, 
charts and diagrams that make learning to be an effective coach both 
interesting and enjoyable. Filled with more than 50 illustrations and 
dozens of tables and charts, Coaching offers easy access to all the 
key principles of the craft of coaching in one exceptional book.  

dave Chambers has coached for 40 years at the amateur, high school, 
university, professional and international levels. He coached in the 
National Hockey League for 3 years, and has also coached two national 
teams to world championships and one university team to a national 
championship in ice hockey. Chambers is the past director of the 
coaching program in the Department of Kinesiology and Health Science 
in the School of Physical Education at York University in Toronto. He 
has a Ph.D. in physical education from Ohio State University and has 
won 5 “Coach of the Year” awards. Dave has been inducted into the 
Sports Hall of Fame at York University and the University of British 
Columbia.
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skateBoarding skills
Everything a New Rider Needs to Know
Ryan Stutt

From selecting the right board, to learning which way to stand, to 
landing a kick flip, Skateboarding Skills provides critical instruction for 
new riders. 

Ryan Stutt gives readers the fundamental techniques that will lead 
them to success as they practice skateboarding’s most important and 
most used flips, grinds and slides, including: 

•	 Ollies
•	 Nollies
•	 Manuals
•	 Boardslides
•	 Lipslides
•	 Noseslides
•	 Tailslides
•	 50-50 grinds
•	 5-0 grinds
•	

With instruction for both flatground and vert skateboarding, riders will 
learn the building blocks that all skateboarding tricks are built upon. 
Through real-time action sequences that capture the tricks step by 
step as they happen, readers will learn to execute the same moves that 
professional skateboarders use. 

Skateboarding Skills is one-stop-shopping for anyone wanting to 
learn to skate.

ryan stutt has been creating skateboard media for over 10 years. He 
was managing editor of SBC Skateboard magazine and is currently 
the founder and publisher of King Skateboard Magazine. He lives in 
Toronto.
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•	 Nose grinds
•	 Smith grinds
•	 Feeble grinds
•	 Crooked grinds
•	 Kickflips
•	 Heelflips
•	 Pop Shuvs
•	 Varial Flips
•	 360 Flips.
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mma noW!
The Stars and Stories of Mixed Martial Arts
Brian Sobie and Adam Elliott Segal

Mixed Martial Arts (MMA) is one of the fastest growing sports in the 
world. Its origins hail from ancient Greece and the combat sport 
Pankration, and today it is billion-dollar industry. Led by the Ultimate 
Fighting Championship promotion, MMA enjoys widespread popularity 
in the U.S., Canada, Japan, South America, Russia and parts of 
Europe. 

Fans can look forward to reading about fighters such as: 
•	 Royce Gracie, probably the most influential figure in MMA history 
•	 Randy Couture, champion and controversial promoter of MMA 
•	 BJ Penn, at one time ranked No. 1 in lightweight and the 

welterweight divisions 
•	 Forrest Griffin, former Georgia police officer, winner of the first 

season of The Ultimate Fighter 
•	 Renan Barao, holder of one of the longest unbeaten streaks in MMA 

history 
•	 Ben Askren, the star pinner with an unorthodox wrestling style. 

Complete with more than 125 action photos, as well as essays on MMA 
history, the media and the movers and shakers of the sport, MMA 
NOW! is the most incisive book on MMA. 

Brian sobie is an award-winning television producer, director and 
writer who has been creating sports programming for over two 
decades. He is best known for creating and producing Full Contact 
Fighter, the first-ever weekly MMA show in North America. 

adam elliott segal is a Toronto-based writer and editor. His work has 
been published in Sportsnet, enRoute, Chatelaine, Reader’s Digest, The 
Vancouver Province, The Feathertale Review and subTerrain.
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plaY Better hoCkeY
50 Essential Skills for Player Development
Ron Davidson

At last! A book that focuses on the development of individual hockey 
skills and promotes a mastery of body positioning, skating and 
stick work. Learning these skills gives players a strong fundamental 
understanding of how to move effectively on the ice in any gameplay 
situation.

The skills are organized in four sections: Fundamentals, Skating 
Techniques, Stick Work, and Dekeing and Deception. As the reader 
progresses through a chapter, the level of difficulty of each skill 
increases, ultimately covering every fundamental move and technique 
needed for an outstanding and total comprehension of the play. 
Davidson’s progressive-learning approach teaches beginners the 
proper techniques, hones the skills of intermediate-level players and 
challenges elite players with the additional skills they need.

ron davidson played on Canada’s national team at the Lake Placid 
Olympics in 1980. He has directed hockey camps, schools and clinics 
in Canada, the U.S. and throughout Europe.
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BasketBall noW!
Adam Elliott Segal; Foreword by Wayne Embry

The ultimate fan’s book on the superstars that make NBA 
Basketball the great game it is. 

Basketball Now! provides fast-pace, totally up-to-date and strikingly 
illustrated profiles of the best and brightest the NBA has to offer. 
Basketball Now! is jam-packed with 140 colorful action photos of star 
players in the heat of competition. 

Some of the star profiles included are:

•	 Kevin Durant, Oklahoma City Thunder
•	 LeBron James, Miami Heat  
•	 James Harden, Houston Rockets
•	 Russel Westbrook, Oklahoma City Thunder
•	 LaMarcus Aldridge, Portland Trail Blazers

Basketball Now! is the most comprehensive guide to the stars of 
today’s fast-paced NBA. 

9" × 11", 176 pages 
full colour throughout

All Rights Available

BasketBall’s greatest 
stars
Michael Grange ; Foreword by Wayne Embry

Profiles of the best NBA players provide a great history of the game. 
Basketball is an elite professional sport and players command 
stratospheric salaries. The spectacular success of the NBA is based 
on its stars’ performances, which excite fans game after game, 
championship after championship. 

Basketball’s Greatest Stars features detailed profiles of the 50 
greatest and most exciting players in basketball history. They’re all 
here: the score-at-will centers, the quick-dishing guards and the take-
it-to-the-hoop power forwards. The book also features the players 
whose star power has gone beyond the court into the culture of 
celebrity. Action photographs celebrate the play of every superstar past 
and present, and the 30 franchise profiles chart the league’s rise to 
greatness. 

The author also examines the sport in three insightful essays, covering 
the leading men and defining moments that have shaped the sport, 
the international game and the changing nature and importance of 
statistical analysis. Basketball’s Greatest Stars is a superb book for 
the fan and a compelling history of a great game.

michael grange is a sports columnist for Canada’s The Globe and Mail 
and the sports beat writer for the Toronto Raptors.
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natural Birdhouses
Jay St. Pierre

How to build a birdhouse that will be a home to birds and add 
beauty to the garden.

Jay St. Pierre has a remarkable skill in blending the environmental 
requirements of a birdhouse with designs that contribute to the beauty 
of any garden. In Natural Birdhouses, he shares his secrets of building 
unique and functional birdhouses from natural materials, recycled barn 
board and other found materials with rustic charm.

There are over 40 one-of-a-kind birdhouse designs with detailed 
how-to guidance on building methods. Close-up photographs of each 
birdhouse make it easy to follow instructions. Since natural materials 
like branches, stones, tree trunks and bark are available most anywhere 
the reader can use St. Pierre’s plans for inspiration and incorporate 
whatever material they can find locally.

Natural Birdhouses also provides guidance on the best places to 
install the finished birdhouse, as well as how to determine the sizes of 
the entry hole and nesting cavity for a wide range of popular garden 
birds.

According to the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 47 million people 
observed, photographed, or fed birds in the United States in 2011, 
41 million of them watching birds “around-the-home.” Building a 
birdhouse can reward these birders by giving them a concrete way to 
help the animals they love to watch. The result will be a fascinating 
garden decoration as well as a practical and safe home for their favorite 
birds.

Bird Houses
Natural

Jay St. Pierre

160 pages
9" × 11"
60 color photographs

All Rights Available
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3rd edition revised and expanded

CanoeCraft
An Illustrated Guide to Fine 
Woodstrip Construction 
Ted Moors

Known internationally as “the Bible of canoe building,” 
Canoecraft is back, and it’s bigger and better than ever. 
The best-selling how-to guide has been completely 
revised and expanded, and master canoe builder Ted 
Moores again infuses the pages with the experience and 
wisdom acquired over almost three decades. His step-
by-step instructions are generously illustrated with new 
photographs and diagrams and incorporated into an 
accessible fresh design, will allow even the beginner to 
create a reasonably priced classic. 

North America’s leading builder of woodstrip/epoxy 
canoes, Moores is a longtime teacher of wooden-boat construction as 
well. With students who have ranged in age from 11 to 87, Moores has 
discovered that all have been motivated by the same dream: to build 
something beautiful and functional. Canoecraft is the road map to that 
dream. In it, Moores offers comprehensive instructions for the first-time 
builder and, with the second-time builder in mind, includes a larger 
variety of canoe plans – five of which are brand-new. In this edition, 
each plan is presented as a traditional table of offsets. 

Moores has also added a series of builder’s tips and new techniques 
and an entire chapter on carving a paddle, the perfect accompaniment 
to your handcrafted canoe. His message is straightforward: When good 
materials are used and simple steps performed with care, professional 
results are sure to follow. Whether your goal is to build a general-
purpose recreational canoe, an efficient modern tripping canoe or a 
full-decked fast-cruising canoe with walnut veneer, Canoecraft can 
help you make it happen.

32 new full colour pages showing canoes successfully built by amateur 
woodworkers, using the plans and instructions in this book.

ted moores is a best-selling author. In 1972, Moores pioneered the 
woodstrip/epoxy boatbuilding system for canoes and, since then, has 
promoted the fine art of wooden-canoe and kayak construction. He is 
the author of Kayaks You Can Build. 

10 ¾" × 8", 240 pages 
black and white 
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32 pages of full-colour 
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2nd edition, updated and expanded

Canoe paddles
The Complete Guide to Making Your Own
Graham Warren and David Gidmark

Canoeists are increasingly discovering the deep satisfaction in creating 
their own equipment rather than adapting to the generic standards 
of boats and paddles available through retailers. Indeed, interest in 
making paddles and canoes is at an all-time high with recreational 
boaters. For the how-to beginner, a paddle represents the perfect 
challenge, both finite and functional. For the skilled woodworker, the 
opportunity to experiment with design and technique and thereby 
create a tailor-made product that perfectly suits a paddler’s needs is a 
dream come true.

In Canoe Paddles: A Complete Guide to Making Your Own, longtime 
canoeist and woodworker Graham Warren presents detailed blueprints 
for making paddles that you will cherish and use with confidence. 
From his insightful look at the way a paddle works when it meets the 
water through the selection of the best woods, adhesives and tools, 
Warren takes the reader on a veritable paddle-making odyssey. You 
will learn how to make a paddle with a single blade, a bent shaft or 
double blades; how best to protect a paddle with oil or varnish; what 
to look for when test-driving your paddle; how to decorate it; and how 
to care for and repair it. Warren also includes an appreciation of the 
evolution of the paddle, and a special chapter by renowned canoe-
building teacher David Gidmark celebrates paddle-making in the native 
tradition. Canoe Paddles is thoroughly illustrated with photographs 
and drawings.

16 page full-colour insert showing paddle design, building techniques 
and wood selection.

graham Warren has been building wood-canvas canoes and paddles 
since 1991, having been inspired by the work of master birchbark 
canoe maker Henri Vaillancourt. Since then, Warren has canoed 
extensively in Scotland, Norway and Sweden. He lives in Derbyshire, 
England, with his wife and three children. His articles on canoeing have 
appeared in numerous journals.

david gidmark teaches canoe building in Wisconsin, New York, Tahiti 
and Quebec. His previous books include Building a Birchbark Canoe 
and Birchbark Canoe: Living Among the Algonquin. Gidmark and his 
wife live in Maniwaki, Quebec.

8½" × 11", 176 pages    
black and white line 
drawings, plans and 
16 pages of colour 
photographs, 
glossary, sidebars, further 
reading
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mY amBulanCe eduCation
Life and Death on the Streets of the City
Joseph F. Clark

The brutally honest story of an emergency medical technician.

At 18, Joseph Clark worked New York City’s most dangerous 
neighborhoods as an emergency medical technician (EMT), dealing 
with the medical emergencies from drug overdoses, gang fights, car 
crashes and worse, all while juggling schoolwork and a personal life.

Joseph f. Clark, PhD, is a scientist, researcher and faculty member 
in the University of Cincinnati’s Department of Neurology, specializing 
in the causes and treatments of stroke. The author or coauthor of 
numerous articles in scientific journals and three scientific textbooks, 
he lives in Cincinnati, Ohio.

trauma Junkie
Memoirs of an Emergency Flight Nurse
Janice Hudson

In Trauma Junkie, readers accompany veteran flight nurse Janice 
Hudson as she races in response to emergency calls in the San 
Francisco Bay Area. Her workplace is a cramped California Shock 
Trauma Air Rescue (CALSTAR) helicopter in which medical personnel 
try to fix the human carnage wrought by shootings, accidents and 
natural disasters.

Janice hudson was an emergency flight nurse from 1987 to 1997. She 
lives in San Mateo, California, with her husband, Mark, who is also a 
registered nurse.

easY for You to saY
Q and As for Teens Living With Chronic 
Illness or Disability
Miriam Kaufman, MD

Easy for You to Say profiles the lives of uniquely challenged teens as 
they work hard to make sense of the world and their places in it. The 
questions they pose are frank and courageous, many include street 
language that teens can identify with and readily understand. The 
issues front and center in their lives are addressed, such as family, 
doctors and medical issues, friends and dating, school and work, 
alcohol and street drugs, medications and sexuality. Useful charts give 
reliable information on medication interactions and side effects.

miriam kaufman BSN, MD, FRCPC, is the head of the Division of 
Adolescent Medicine at The Hospital for Sick Children and Professor, 
Department of Paediatrics, at the University of Toronto.

264 pages, 6" × 9"
8 pages of color 
photographs, index

978-1-55407-447-1

All Rights Available 
except Canada and USA

272 pages, 6" × 9"
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the gift of life 
Behind the Scenes of Donor Organ 
Retrieval
Tracy Graf

“Organ transplants are a very controversial and unique area of 
medicine. Those of us who work as Transplant Coordinators were 
frequently referred to by hospital staff as ‘organ vultures’ behind 
our backs, but also many times within earshot. I felt this reference 
to extremely ugly birds was unfair and short sighted. I did say once 
in a while to a difficult staff person, ‘if your kid needed a transplant 
wouldn’t you hope that someone was out there being as ethically 
aggressive about finding an organ as they can?’ That usually shut 
them up quickly.” —from the Foreword

One of the miracles of modern medicine is the ability to transplant 
organs. It is often the only way to save the life of a person whose own 
kidneys, lungs, liver or heart are failing, but with barely one or two 
percent of critically ill patients suitable for organ donation, the demand 
far exceeds the number of donors available. 

The Gift of Life is about the remarkable world of organ transplant 
coordinators: the men and women who locate and arrange for the 
donation of organs from those who are dying but who wish to live on in 
others through this selfless gift. The book tells the riveting story of this 
unique and demanding branch of medicine. 

Transplant coordinators are charged with reviewing the medical files 
on all patients whose condition is so severe that they are not expected 
to live. Their task is to convince the patient’s family to allow their loved 
one’s organs be donated immediately upon death. The transplant 
coordinator works to saves lives by finding and obtaining consent for 
as many organ donations as possible.

In The Gift of Life, transplant coordinator Traci Graf recounts the stress 
and drama and joy of working 48-hour shifts, dealing with emotionally 
distraught family members and overworked medical staff, and the 
emotional toll of a job that means the difference between life and death 
for the recipients.

Packed with riveting first person narrative, The Gift of Life will appeal 
to anyone interested in modern medical practice and the lives and 
challenges faced by nurses and doctors who work to offer critically ill 
patients the gift of life thanks to donors’ foresight and generosity.

Registered Nurse and first time author, traci graf has worked in 
several unique areas of medicine. Starting with a 16-year career as 
an Operating Room nurse; then moving to nursing in a Psychiatric 
Emergency Room (Crisis Response Center); followed by a career as a 
Transplant Coordinator and now as a home health care Case Manager. 
She enjoys being an RN and helping empower patients to take control 
of their healthcare. She lives with her family in Merritt Island, Florida. 

6" × 9", 208 pages
appendix, index

978-1-77085-306-5
Word Count: 53,000

Rights Licensed: Chinese 
(complex)
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Written in Wood
Three Wordless Graphic Narratives
George A. Walker
Introduction by Tom Smart

A cold case from 1917, the tragic cost of the events of 9/11 and the rise 
and fall of a media baron. These are the themes as imagined by George 
Walker in his three wordless contemporary narratives — The Mysterious 
Death of Tom Thomson, The Book of Hours and Conrad Black — told in 
wood engravings.

george a. Walker holds an MA in Communication and Culture from 
Ryerson and York University. He was elected to the Royal Canadian 
Academy of Arts (RCA) in 2002 in recognition of his achievements 
in Canadian Book Arts. He is an Associate Professor at the Ontario 
College of Art and Design University.

graphiC Witness
Four Wordless Graphic Novels by Frans 
Masereel, Lynd Ward, Giacomo Patri and 
Laurence Hyde
selected and introduced by George A. Walker

“If you care about graphic novels, you need this book.”
—new York times best-selling author Neil Gaiman 

Graphic Witness features rare wordless novels by four great 20th-
century woodcut artists, both European and North American. The 
stories they tell reflect the political and social issues of their times as 
well as the broader issues that are still relevant today.

the WoodCut artist’s 
handBook
Techniques and Tools for Relief 
Printmaking
George A. Walker, Foreword by Barry Moser

The Woodcut Artist’s Handbook provides the basics of this craft 
with a detailed analysis of its tools and media. This improved second 
edition features two new chapters that teach artists step by step how 
to make an engraving and linocut. Artists can improve and develop 
considerable skill in this art by following these instructions and the 
author’s professional tips. Beginners and advanced woodcutters and 
collectors will gain a deeper understanding of and appreciation for this 
craft and art.

368 pages, 7" × 10"
woodcut illustrations 
throughout

978-1-77085-432-1

All Rights Available 
except Canada and USA

424 pages, 7" × 10"
more than 300 black 
and white illustrations, 
bibliography, index

978-1-55407-270-5

Rights licensed: French

184 pages, 6¼" × 9½"
70 full-color images, 
150 black-and-white 
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sources, index

978-1-55407-635-2

Rights licensed: Polish
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native masks
Aldona Jonaitis 
Janet Catherine Berlo

A historical examination of masks in Native American culture.

Masks are used widely now and historically by Native Americans, 
including the Pacific Northwest Coast tribes and Inuit, in rituals, 
ceremonies and dances. They have a variety of symbolic meanings, 
such as spirit creatures, animals and human ancestors. They are 
made from a variety of materials, including wood and metal, often 
painted and decorated symbolically with items like feathers, hair and 
miscellaneous ornaments. 

Native Masks traces the “evolution” of Native American masks, 
starting with those created pre-European contact, post-contact 
(through the decline in creativity corresponding to decimation of Native 
American cultures) and into their revival beginning in the 1960s as part 
of a renewed interest in all things Native American. The book focuses 
primarily on masks from the Northwest Coast with examples from 
other Native American cultures, plus 175 historical and contemporary 
photographs of masks being worn in ceremonial and other settings. 
 
Recent controversial sales of Native masks, including the major 
purchase of 24 masks in Paris by an American charitable foundation 
on behalf of and for return to the Hopi and the San Carlos Apache 
tribes, have increased the profile of the importance of masks in Native 
cultures. 

More importantly, the book’s scholarly authors give the book 
exceptional credibility and guarantee critical attention and acceptance 
among experts and Native American communities.

aldona Jonaitis is Director of the University of Alaska Museum of 
the North, a professor of anthropology at the University of Alaska 
Fairbanks. Her numerous books on Native American art include Chiefly 
Feasts: The Enduring Kwakiutl Potlatch and The Yuquot Whalers’ 
Shrine.
 
Janet Catherine Berlo is Professor of Art History and Visual and 
Cultural Studies at the Department of Art and Art History, University of 
Rochester, New York. She is also widely published on Native American 
and traditional American art. Her books include Spirit Beings and Sun 
Dancers: Black Hawk’s Vision of a Lakota World.

9" × 11"
256 pages
150 color archival 
photographs, appendices, 
annotated bibliography, 
index
Word count: 50,000

All Rights Available 
except Canada and USA
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photographY and the art 
of seeing
A Visual Perception Workshop for Film and 
Digital Photography
Fourth Edition
Freeman Patterson

The second book in Freeman Patterson’s internationally acclaimed 
series of instructional books on photography and visual design, 
Photography and the Art of Seeing has now been completely 
updated and expanded to include technical guidelines adapted for 
both digital and film photographers. This edition features new, never-
before-published photographs, extended captions that include valuable 
technical information and fresh personal commentary on more than 
60 new pictures selected for this edition. The jargon-free text provides 
techniques and innovative exercises for breaking with traditional 
concepts of design, enabling the photographer to develop a keen 
awareness of subject matter and a direction for composing the picture.

Photography and the Art of Seeing is also a workshop for all visual 
artists that includes lessons on the fundamentals of perception and 
overcoming obstacles in their work.

the photographY of 
natural things
A Nature & Environment Workshop for Film 
and Digital Photography
Fourth Edition
Freeman Patterson

The Photography of Natural Things is part of Freeman Patterson’s 
internationally acclaimed series of instructional books on photography 
and visual design. From a moon over a winter landscape to a starfish in 
an intertidal pool, or a bird in flight, this essential guide demystifies the 
techniques of photographing nature. 

The book is now updated to include technical guidelines adapted for 
both film and digital photographers. It features new photographs from 
Patterson’s collection and extended captions that include valuable 
technical information and personal commentary from one of the world’s 
most celebrated nature photographers.

freeman patterson has published twelve books and won numerous 
awards, including the Lifetime Achievement Award from the North 
American Nature Photography Association. Freeman lives at Shamper’s 
Bluff, New Brunswick, an ecological reserve of over 200 acres, which 
he recently donated to the Nature Conservancy of Canada.

978-1-55407-980-3
Pub Date: 2011
8¼" × 8¼"/156 pages
Colour photographs 
throughout

Rights licensed: Chinese  
(complex and simplified)

978-1-77085-057-6
Pub Date: 2012
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Colour photographs 
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polar Bears
Norbert Rosing

An essential introduction to the North’s most spectacular species.

Polar Bears brings together acclaimed photographer Norbert Rosing’s 
vibrant images and his firsthand knowledge of the Arctic to chronicle a 
year in the life of the polar bear, the Earth’s largest land predator. The 
book is organized into four sections, spring, summer, fall and winter, 
each with an introductory essay.

Young readers will learn about tiny newborn cubs, weighing barely 2 
pounds, and see them follow their mother across the frozen tundra, 
playing and learning survival skills as they go. Informative captions 
describe a polar bear’s physical characteristics and how it survives in 
the bitter Arctic. The book also shows the other animals that share the
Far North’s breathtaking scenery. 

Each year more than 10,000 people travel to remote Churchill, 
Manitoba, to watch and study polar bears, but the Earth’s climate 
is changing, and the bear’s future is in question. At this critical time 
comes Polar Bears, the perfect introduction to the mighty Nanook
from one of its most impassioned advocates.

norbert rosing is a frequent visitor to the coastal region of Hudson 
Bay near Churchill, Manitoba, where he photographs polar bears. He 
has received many awards for his work, is a frequent contributor to 
National Geographic magazine and is the author of The World of the 
Polar Bear.

Ages 9 - 12
8" x 10", 56 pages
colour throughout, index

978-1-55407-623-9
Word Count: 
Approximately 2,500

Rights Licensed: French
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Weird frogs, Weird Birds, Weird inseCts,  
Weird sea Creatures
These books give the reader a peek into the diverse and often hidden world of some of nature’s strangest creatures.

Everyone is familiar with birds, frogs, insects and sea creatures, even if we only see them from a distance. But these four 
books are full of surprises. Inside these pages are some of the strangest creatures you’ll ever meet. These will appeal to 
middle school students exploring topic ideas, younger students interested in wildlife and nature and advanced readers who 
enjoy natural history.

Chris g. earley is the interpretive biologist at the University of Guelph’s Aboretum and author of Hawks and Owls, Sparrow 
and Finches and Warblers, all specific to the Great Lakes and Eastern North America regions.

978-1-77085-361-4
64 pages
9" × 9"
color photographs 
throughout, index

All Rights Available 
except Canada and USA
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9" × 9"
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All Rights Available 
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muYBridge and the 
riddle of loComotion
Marta Braun

Eadweard Muybridge (1830-1900) is famous for his 
invention of very fast photography, and his discovery 
of how animals and people run. Born in England, he 
moved to California during the gold rush boom, became 
a celebrated landscape photographer, and then studied 
“Animals in Motion” and “The Human Figure in Motion”.

For more than a century people have marveled at his 
series of “Locomotion” images, which depict  horses, 
cats, and people moving in their natural instinctive 
ways.He was able to show the  specific elements of our 
motion, so that they can be studied and understood. 
Most of us have seen Muybridge images on “lenticular” 
postcards — 2,3 or even 4 printed images under grooved 
plastic, that seem to “move” as they are tilted at different 
angles.

Muybridge and the Riddle of Locomotion uses a 
unique combination of words, printed reproductions of Muybridge’s 
classic photos, and lenticular images on the cover and on the book’s 
pages, to concisely tell the history of these discoveries in the early 
years of photography.
The lenticular images contained in the book — of a man, a horse, cat, 
and more — will thrill and intrigue young readers, firstly by the “magic” 
of lenticular images and their suggested motion, and also the true 
history of an enigmatic genius who invented fast photography and 
opened the door to the invention of movies.

marta Braun is an internationally known historian of locomotion 
photography and the beginning of motion pictures. She teaches at 
Ryerson University in Toronto. 

978-177085-229-7
Pub date: 2013
10" × 9"/24 Pages
Photographs throughout,  
lenticular cover, 5 
lenticular images

All Rights Available 
except Canada and USA
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Wind poWer
20 Projects to Make with Paper
Clive Dobson

A beginner’s guide to wind power and an invitation to experiment 
with wind and its potential as an energy source.

Wind-powered generators are now used worldwide as a reliable source 
of “green” energy. How does wind create power? What is wind? What 
scientific characteristics make pinwheels, windmills and wind turbines 
spin? What makes them turn faster and more efficiently? Will we ever 
see a day when every home is powered by its own wind generator? 
This new book answers these critical questions and many more in clear, 
non-technical language.

Wind Power provides 20 unique projects for youth that use, adapt and 
illustrate the power of the wind. Artist Clive Dobson provides a basic 
scientific understanding of wind power and the ways in which it can 
be harnessed for vital tasks that require energy. The book encourages 
young readers to experiment with wind so they can experience the 
properties of moving air on various windmill shapes and discover 
through trial and error what makes them effective for toys, artwork, 
kinetic power and even for generating electricity.

This ideal beginner’s guide to the power of the wind offers:
•	 Real-life examples of wind power from history and current everyday 

uses
•	 20 projects for all ages and skill levels, from a simple two-blade 

pinwheel to a sophisticated six-sail windmill to a modern turbine with 
airfoil blades

•	 Clear illustrations and photographs that complement the step-by-
step construction

•	 instructions
•	 Hands-on experience that provides a clear understanding of 

scientific principles
•	 Inspiration for beginners to experiment with wind
•	 Reflections on the modern use of wind power in building a 

sustainable future.

The creative challenges in this compact book of projects will inspire
future generations to become more self-sufficient.

Clive dobson is a sculptor, artist and builder whose range of work
reflects his concern for the rapidly changing environment. He is co-
author of Watersheds.

8" × 10", 96 pages
color, duotone and black 
and white photographs, 
color illustrations, 
glossary, index
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saving turtles
A Kid’s Guide to Helping Endangered 
Species
Dr. Sue Carstairs

Turtles are among the most endangered animals on the planet. 
There are more than 300 species worldwide and half of these are 
threatened with extinction. Freshwater, marine and land turtles 
all face the same threats, whether it is habitat loss, pollution, 
harvesting by the pet trade, or road and fishing fatalities.

In this fully illustrated book, veterinarian Dr. Sue Carstairs reveals 
what steps readers can take to help turtles that are found injured 
at the side of the road or next to waterways. When injured turtles 
are brought into her trauma center for medical attention, Carstairs 
reveals the amazing behind-the-scenes workings of how she 
repairs shattered shells, broken jaws and injured skulls, nursing 
severely injured turtles back to health.

Working with a team of dedicated volunteers, Carstairs also 
undertakes “headstarting” programs whereby turtle eggs are harvested 
from injured mothers, incubated, raised in tanks and then released 
into the wild. Such efforts counter the devastation that turtles face 
worldwide and form part of what like-minded individuals are doing 
to fend off the extinction of these amazing animals. Organizations in 
Asia and South and Central America concerned with marine turtles are 
profiled along with those in North America.

Turtles have been around for more than 220 million years and are 
an essential part of any ecosystem. Loss of biodiversity and the 
degradation of any ecosystem have unpredictable outcomes, and it is 
up to everyone who can to protect and nurture turtles in their natural 
environment.

sue Carstairs is the chief medical officer at the Ontario Turtle 
Conservation Centre (formerly the Kawartha Turtle Trauma Center) in 
Peterborough, Ontario. She also teaches veterinary science at Seneca 
College.

9" × 9", 64 pages
75 colour photographs, 
maps, charts, glossary, 
index
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Ages 9-11

All Rights Available 
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animal hospital 
Julia Coey

A behind-the-scenes look at a hospital for injured animals.

Danger lurks everywhere for the wild animals that live in or near 
cities and towns. Complex urban infrastructure running 24 hours a 
day has the potential to injure or trap an animal. Highways, power 
lines, glass windows, pollution, pesticides, fishing, something as 
seemingly harmless as garden netting—can cause grievous harm 
or prevent an animal from fending for itself. Fortunately, there 
are veterinarians, technicians, and volunteers in cities and towns 
everywhere helping to save and protect wildlife. 

Animal Hospital examines the importance of wild animal 
veterinary medicine. Stories from the hospital’s recent past 
demonstrate the breadth of skills needed and the challenges 
faced. 

Working in Toronto, a city of more than two million residents, the 
Toronto Wildlife Centre heals broken wings and legs, mends cut 

bills, soothes burns, helps a bird stunned from a window collision and 
rescues animals from precarious (and terrifying) situations, like being 
trapped between lanes of a highway.

Wildlife medicine requires imagination and diligence to understand the 
problem, determine the best treatment and find a way to carry out it, 
sometimes with a frightened, uncooperative animal and limited financial 
resources. An unfamiliar species can pose an additional challenge. The 
stories in Animal Hospital are but a small sample of the superb work of 
veterinarians, staff and volunteers every day.

9" × 9", 64 pages
75 colour photographs, 
maps, charts, glossary, 
index
Word count: TBC
Ages 9-11

All Rights Available 
except Canada and USA
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snappY sounds series
Jolie Dobson

These bright and colorful board books are bold introductions to matching sound and objects — for young kids. 

Toddlers will enjoy turning the sturdy board pages to discover 11 bright illustrations with animals and objects and the sounds 
shown in big bold letters, and across the page, the name of the “soundmaker”, also in easy-to-read letters. 

Snappy Sounds are ideal for lap-time reading with an adult or older sibling, and as a read-alone activity for toddlers and very 
early readers. They are sure to become favorites.

Jolie dobson is the author of The Duct Tape Book. 

Bang Bang Plink Plink 
Features 11 small and 
large music-makers. 

978-1-77085-438-3

22 pages
5" × 5"
full color throughout

All Rights Available 
except Canada and USA

Beep Beep Choo Choo 
Features 11 vehicles on 
the road and in the sky. 

978-1-77085-436-9

22 pages
5" × 5"
full color throughout

All Rights Available 
except Canada and USA

Ring Ring Pop Pop 
Features 11 items heard 
every day around the 
house. 

978-1-77085-437-6

22 pages
5" × 5"
full color throughout

All Rights Available 
except Canada and USA

Snap Snap Woof Woof
Features 11 wild and 
domestic animals. 

978-1-77085-435-2
 

22 pages
5" × 5"
full color throughout

All Rights Available 
except Canada and USA
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